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ON "LEARNABLE" REPRESENTATINS OF KNOWLEDGE:

A MEANING FOR THE COMPUTATIONAL METAPHOR'

By

Andre.] A. diSe,,).1'

b

The computational metaphor which proposes the comparison of processes of mind

to realizable or,imaginable computer activities suggests a number of educational

concerns. This paper discusses snmewnf those cbncerns including procedural mods

of knowledge representation and control knowledge--knowing what to do. I Aevelop

a collection of heuristics for education researchers'andcurriculum developers

which are intended to address the issues raised. Finally. an extensive section

of examples is given to concretize thoge heuristics.
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The true meaning of a term is to be found by observing what
a man does with it, not whathe says about It.

P. W. Bridgman
\)A

S understands knowledge K If S uses 14 whenever
appropriate.

J. Moore and/ A. Newell
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I. In'troduction

This paper Is an elt.:boration of some simple Ideas that thinking is a complex but
understandable prOces's; that'education is an interaction with the thinking i-irocess and can
influence it best by respecting the current structure of the process My intention is to
elaborate some implications of those oft avowed principles within a perspective provided
mainly. by the science of intelligent processes, artificial intelligence The image of teaching
and education research which derives from that perspective and its methods of analysis is
quite different from most current and past trends

-
The crux of my argument is this. Since Euclid, axiomatic-deductive, systpns have,
principally by default served as model roresentations of knowledge for pedagogical
purposes, But while such systems whtch stress internal 1plicity and coherence may serve*"

useful rotes for some purposes; they are.not good models for uhderstanding the learning
process, much less for suggesting how to enhante it Instead we must stress simplicity and
coherence in relationship to the student's poor experience and knowledge We must better

take into account intuitive and other kinds of knov;ledge and, knowledge processing which

do not fit any known formal descriptions let alone an 'axiomatic-deductve format
Furthermore, we must learn how to bring to the surface procedural and organizational
aspects of knowledge which relate to the student's,specific thinking process

But how can we, indeed, can we at all expect to flaunt the "natural formal structure" of
subjects like Euclidean geometry and physics? Myranswer is-that even for the expert
scientist,, formal structure is only a small and sometimes superficial pars of what he knows

rand what we must teach 'The appropriate natural structure is not a formal skeleton, but the

richer structure of the functioning of that skeletOn in an individual
i

I conclude the paper with a, collection Of examples from high sc I and college physics and

mathematics which illUstrate lnsdrne detail some ways in who formalism can be put in its

proper place.

II. Epistemology: A Procedural 'View of Knowledge.

The central organizing theme of this exposition is what has come to be called the

computational metaphor" The rise of computer tctchnology,hae s given great impetus to the

study of process in.the abstract and in palitculat to the study of the kinds of processes

which may be called intelligent Natural language iiriderstanditifl and production, vision;

prohkm solving and'infoinial iiireienre ale exanylew.Oot of- this study thrturally tante a

concerned look arvet haps the only apittOpt IA re "nottrar model I or iirrellerent pro( i.ccing,

human intelligence Thus a symbiosis betid'een natural 'anil.artiftctal intelligence'is begun

It Is not at all surprising that concepts and thearres invented to illuminate and precipitate
machine intelligence seem to have a great deal to'say about, psy4iology,, particularly In the
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areas of the representations of knowledge and-learning. As human thinking serves as a
model for intelligent process, so too do theories of abstract processing and machine-
intelligence serve as rich sources of ,languagetand ideas for drawing implications about
human processing. Thought and learning seem strongly analogous to, if not merely
particular examples of the activities in complex computational processing systems. This is
the root of the computationalernetaphor.

One very important branch of the ihquiry into the computaticinal metaphor involves the
formal mgdelling of human learning, language abilities o other such processes. I will not
be concerned wiIh. that here. Instead I wish to ptirNe a looser but perhaps more
immediately applicable vein. I will discuss implications of some of the most crude, but in
my opinion, most robust ideas which arise by considering the representations of -knowledge
and the styles of pedagogy appropriate for human learning in the light of computational
concerns. My interest- here is with structuring particular domains' of knowledge such as
physics and mathematics. so as to be makimally comprehensible and :learnable.* I begin
with a crude but telling procedural epistemology.

- Classification by purpose -
One may initially classify knowledge by its purpose If knawledge.is directed externally,
toward the structure of physical events or abstract relations, I will call it material knowledge
If Oft the other hand the knowledge is directed internally toward personal functioning and
the structure of thinking itself, I will call it control knowledge One of the prime
contributions of- the computational metaphor is to call detailed attention to this latter aspect
of knowledge which directs organization of the thinking process. The former, material
knowledge, is what one conventionally thinks of as curriculum material, the mathematics and
physics itself.

Let me use a computational analogy. Consider two different programs pert)irming the sairte
task, say playing chess The control struccures of the two may be quite dMferent. For
example, the decision on the legality of a move may be handled in, varying ways: Ones
program may check a legal move list while the other may involve context sensitive
productions which can only produce legal moves. Despite the facts that in ,Some sense the
programs both know how to play chess, i.e have the same material knowledge (in fact, there

Rio a priori ,reason that theirIxternal behavior need be distinguishable), the organization
of the process by which they exhibit that knowledge may be fundamentally different. The
issue of control is when, why and how that knowledge is used. In prictical terms, "teaching*
each program to castle may require radically different representations of the notion of
castling.

In human beings, of course, the organization of the process. of thinking Is not so rigid as Is
popularly expected of computer programs. One may Well speak of this control structure as
knowledge-- some parts of which may be learned or forgotten; some may be,quitccons6ious,
others invisible structure, some very general and others as specific as one could wish.
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My purpose in making the distinction between .contrdand material knowledge is only to
point out the importatice of the frequently ighored Control-aspect of knowledge. In fact!!
intend to emphasize the importance- of the close interrelationship of these two facets in
organizing information-for any processor, one must take very careful heed of the character"'
Of its 'capabilities.. The computational metaphor leads tis4 look carefully at the charatcter or
human thought whi6 constructing the 'form of knowledge to be presented.

Let me begin exhibiting The important but ?Ude nature of control knowledge with a rather
simple example: Is there any difference between the following versions of Ohm's Law?

I d E - IR
Formally' the two are the same, differing only by a trivial algebraic transformation, but
anyone who has worked with such equations will admit a different feeling tOward the two

The difference is control structure; how the parts are treated and wIcey(the whole is evoked.
The formal-symmetry of A a 13 4.40 A is broken by a usually unspoken control.
convention that the symbol on the left is the "unknown" and those an the right are the
determiners of the unknown Part of the implied control structure is that.one searches for
the determiners' values in order to evaluate the unknown Note that even the word "equal"
tan -have the same control: asymmetry as the symbolic equation Consider the clash of
control structures in -let 5 equal' x

The control implications in lexical ordering are clearly almost causal the symbols on the

E/R is a particularly felicitous representation in this respect as,it meshes well with the
right taking orythe values that they do causes the symbol on the left to have its value I -

tommon causal tnterpretation*of E as an externally established impetus, R as a given
opstru5or and Is the resultant caused by E acting against R In E a IR, the interpretation
of E-as a result of ..a controling impetous I is somewhat harder to make R a E/I has the
causal interpretation of Ohm's Law directly opposed by the lexical control convention, and

not unexpectedly is usliallr relegated to the status of a "derived" equation.'

Anyone who has the algebraic facility to use these relations care realize their identity. .Yet
they are sornetimes, might separately and more importantly, are often evoked separately,

'en, in experts for the practical reason that their control structures are f unctionalli
different. An (important implication of this fact is that the transformation from one to ,,

another of these forms in * problem solving situation may signify more than a trivial
change of mind state in the solver

To better apnea* the importance of the unity of control and material knowledge, perform

a rhetorical experiment Consider an expert's understanding of, say, physics Ask him
about a concept and observe the form of the response The paradigm, it seems to me, is,
that he generates' I situation in which to observe the action of the concept, or generates a
process which involves the concept For example, the structure of th'e concept of force
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usually entails an agent, a form, of interaction, t nd a recipient. The expert may not explain
that,, but he exhibits that understanding. He sas, "If you push on a rock . . .7 (Agent
you, interaction - push, recipient rock.) In ths.same way, our expert does not often reply
in term's-of a formal nature, neither explaining what the iciea%iin be deduced.from nor
what follows deducti'v'ely' from it.' Force is more often explained by its function as the
interaction between particles which, if known, allows us to compute. Motion." Less oftel,
(except, unfoitunately, in the context of a "'standard'physics course) does, one hear precisi
but formal declarationc such as"*Fora9s (mass)x(acceleration)."

The. reason for these behaviors is More than pedagogy on the-expert's part. It is the fact
that how he uses a concept, the contr ?l structure needed to utilize the idea, is as much a part
of his understanding as the detailed formal structure of the idea. In other words, the
disposition to embed the concept in a useful *text is not accidental, but an expression of
the kind of-knowledge which is vita' for functional knowing of the idea. It's the kind of
knowing which causes the concept to be appropriately remembered and allows-the expert to
Wive new problems with it. For teaching purposes it is unfortunate that much bf this
control structure is implidt.

- Classification by for
The computational Metaphor brings to light another uensly )gnoft: that the
structure of process itself can be a mode for knowledge representation. Lack of 'Attention to
this has led to a skewing of educational materials toward the classical mode of knowledge,
deductive or syllogistic logic, and away from more process-oriented representations. Many of

'the examples -I discuss later'areAttempts to Ilustrate how.process can be an effective
knowledge carrier

This paper is primarily concerned with thesi process or procedural forms of knowledge
representation. Within that broad domain let me pick out two, in some sense 'antithetical
forms which effect an orthogonal cut across the classification by purpose of the last Section.
The first, knowledge of procedufe is little more than the name implies. It is characterized
by an explicit surface structure which is step-by-step procedure. Furthermore, one expects
that knowledge of procedure usually contains explicit reference to purpose and to -what
circumstances make the procedure useable. An example might be arithmetic which many
consider (perhaps incorrectly) to be simply a step by step algorithm applied in 'appropriate
circumstances to achieve a pre-established aim.

j

r
/ In contrast to, the above rather shallow embedding of kno

imagine a deeper and more sub for
. surface structure is not n

appropriate (hence the use
the purpose of the know
process or in the function
quite invisible.

.

edge in procedure, one can
Filch I All knowle e within proms; in which the

ssarily procedure, in which step-by-step analysis may not ,be
the "process: rather than "procedure" in the name), in which

is only evident in the control structure which evokes the
yes; indeed, the actual subject of the knowledge may be

Alt
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Gilbert Ryle in his essay on 'Knowing How Versus Knowing That" picks a keen example of
this kind of embedding of knowledge. In what sense does a hero possess Moral knowledge?

-It is ceitainly not in the procedure he takes to rescue the Maiden in distress One might be
tempted to say that the moral knowledge resides in a list of imperative maxims (knowledge:
of moral procedure?) which the hefo consults But this line is hard to defend' At the very
least, the control structure which evokes the "morality litt" in response to the maiden's cries
rather than, say, a list of recipes has qualities quite different from,"knowing that" I must do
such or miler. Ryle resorts to a form of knowledge he calls "knowing how" similar to the
idea of knowledge within process. In essence Sit- is,,a blend of disposition, style of action, and
capability. The hero kliows his morality in his capability and disposition to act morally.
The knowledge lies solely in the style of behavior

I have chosen a more scientific example of ,material inodledge within process which also

hopefully emphasizes the fact that such knowledge is of vital importance to the class of

knowing generally referred to as intuition.

Thrbugh one's experience with movtng.physical objects one acquires a good deal of
knowledge about how much and what kind of force it takes to achieve a`certain result. One
coritantly estimates or remembers the weight of objects and applies forces appropriate for
what onevants done, The process is unconscious or often seems so, but vividly makes itself

known when it draws a wrong conclusion For example, everyone has had the experience of

nearly throwing an empty container into the air because it was presumed full This erhibits
a knowledge within process bout the,relations of force, weight, and motion

4

If you are posed an abstract question, "could you deflect or stop a twenty pound pendplum

about to crash into you A 3 miles per hour," you presumably use that same knowledge
within process You do no particular analysis or calculation beyond that necessary to make

the numbers more meaningful (say, replacing the pendulum with a bowling ball and 3 mph

by 5 feet per second). It eems reasonable to describe your thinking as imagining the

situation and observing your on disposition in such circumstances Thus this kind of
intuition is the accessing of knowledge within procccs by observing oneself

Such knowledge about moving bodies and forces appreciates a qualitative side of eil
physical concept of momentum, its relation to mass and velocity, and its conservation (to the

extent that inertia represents conservation) These structures undoubtedly play an important

role in learning the more formal and precise physics of momentum. Later I will discuss how ,
pamicularly the control structure of formal physical ideas may be inherited almost enteirly

from intuition For example, force as a cause is a IVA part of the knowledge within pincess

I'm talking about, and I will discuss how this involve,; a control structure which' is
.. sometimes, but not at others, appropriate for doing physics .

In a less positive vein, procedural...understanding of this sotiicaabe the source of

to

S o
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unfortunate confusions. Measured in an image of pushing to achiex<rhore motion,"
changing energy is indistinguishable from changing momentum. That faCauses much
confusion .fOr elementary physics students (and did for Galileo as well!). In either case,.

,productiVe or counterproductive, one should be aware of the possible help or hindrance
from these rough but insistent dispositions.

In admitting knowledge within process as knowledge we are,committing ourseiveslo
aa much

richer epistertiologythan might otherwise be acceptable. On the surface such knowledge
does not.look4ike knowing a'fact in any standard.sense. Its evocation may be harder to see
and its Influence more subtle and more context dependent. More importantly, the ways in
which past experience can serve as `knowledge" depend heavily on mechanisms available
for invoking and applying it. Consequently a complete epistemology must be procedural in
the sense of dealing with the processes of interpretation, analysis, transformation, etc., which
can cause knowledge, particularly rather invisible forms like knowledge within process, to
have significant influence,in learning or problem solving. I.turn now briefly to this area,-
accessing knowledge, specifically in the context of accessing knowledge within process as in
the above example of physical intuition.

,, /
, - Accealibility -

One reason that knowledge within process is 40 frequently ignored,and not exploited is that
it is almost always non-verbal: Even more than that, it may be "inaccessible" in the sense
that the student himself doesiot realize that it is knowledge and can be put to use.

, ., .

A similar inaccessibility can be st,ill more devastating in the teacher. Consider: An
instructor stands before the blackboard and declares that some problem obviously should be
approached using Newton's Second Law. A student says that he did not think to do it that
way, he says he doesn't understand. The teacher again declares his approach obvious and
as justtficatitm proceeds with the details Of the solution. But the student is no better off
than before., The student was asking for the control knowledge" which brought Newton's
Second Law to the teacher's mind, not the post hoc verification `see,' if works." There is
something that the teacher "knows" about F- ma, which the, student-does not know,

cto, something which evokes the law in the face of a certain class of problems Optimally the
teacher should know why he thought of that method and be willing.and 'able to discuss it.'
Otherwise the student may or may not generate the appropriate understanding. This is a

clearcut case bf control knowledge encoded within process-(in the teacher, not encoded at all
in the student).

-ti- Annotation

A fait general process for accessing2 knowledge within process,is observation, analysis,
.

and annotation (hereafter referred to as annotation). With help from a teacher or other
source a student can study his own behavior (or some other negotiation of circumstances) in

sir a particular situation,-trying to understand its detaileci'purpose, what it produces and how it
succeeds. Clearly.slection of the situation' and guidance in what is relevant are important

I-* - ,. ,

I

r

.......,
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functions of the teacher (or.education researcher). The student identifies functional parts of

the process, naming them appropriately, making connections and adaptations to a formal

scheme or other relevant knowledge. The end result may well be a completely annotated

version of the cifiginal process, the top level ofilithichnnay indeed be the sort of knowledge I

have called knowledge of procedure. In other cases that kind'of product is not relevant;

one may merely be striving to make an explicit and useful connection, between formal

learning and exeerience.5 ,

It is worth remarking that a fully annotated version of some knowledge want), process can

be invaluable in teaching. If Ryle's hero were to`teach morality, he would undoubtedly

compile a list of maxims which'annotate his disposikon 'imperatives To cite a different

example of the possible roles of annotation, it seems ear to me that the learning of noun

and verb classification and grammar in general( should be very much a process of

annotating one's dispositions toward word use rath r thrn learning to apply 4.1 abstract

criterion. A noun is the way one uses words like co' or apple in speaking with respect to

concerns like word order, the possibility of acquiring modifiers.in a certain way, etc , the

description as "a person, place or thing" does not ca ture. aay reference to students' own

.. knowledge within process about generating or unde tanding grammatical sentences In a

parallel vein defining words, especially determin g shades of meaning between similarzi
words is very often annotation in answering qu ions like, "how would -I use this word,

what would I think of if someone said the word to me; can I describe the image the word

conjures up?"

Below is a schematic of a possible path of contact between knowledge within process and

more explicit (propositional) knowledge The dotted line indicates the likelihood of direct

inheritance of sg,ntrol knowledge by procedural formulations See the discussion of force as

regards causal syntax and momentum flow in Examples The Examples section will also

carry'the burden of conveying the notion of procedural-formulation.

1
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Knowledge
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ProceSs

annotation

Annotated
-Proess

(Protedure)

The following diagrani is a summary of the procedural epistemology presented here and
contains further examples of the classification.

(
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Specialed Processes

-Additions

-Ilifferentiation

-Intuitiops of what is true
(e.g. a mathematician's
"estimate" of tjle truth
of some thebrem).

Knowing 'how to walk
straight line.

Process -What one accesses to
est Irate t e el tot t n) .1

b I Ow t)11 ,1 111(1V I 1170, I) t ta ( L

-KnRwim that 41pr I bo, Ill
A

4.1a y s I) y a nit o L It...111r,

roc i 1 a t i oil of " Yl (1,,,,,,

has 'S e, t c nib 'L. r

Heuristics

M d e rn n i `-; t rat I

-Knowirt,,; the "One is A kuu"
strategy for remembering 1"
IIStS

-Knowing to "Look for simTlt
or extreme cases."

Intuitions of what to'.dotr
' ref I e xes,"like hitt,ing tht.
brakes in a car.

Organiz3tionaI product ions
as Invoking' convenitcnt .
verbal or pictorial
tonvention.5 fc.vt,n,..the
(I i ,posit ion to dr.) );.
It It tore-, or verb,' I / ! ) .

"III Ink i I) r 1, I" t 11. r 1).1)1

,..1)(.1 e 11 ) to
wa,r In .1 I, b y 1, pri,h1cmr,

In closing this section I caution again that this epistemology is neither exclusive nor,
exhaustive. It is only to serve in Identifying some iiportani computationally relevant points

concerning knowledge representation and acquisition'

Iff. Against Axiomatios

To motivate and clarify the import of the computational metaphor I wish to develop
tontrastingAmplications of another, much more common image of knowledge representation..
and by extension, another- metaphor for the educational process. At _the risk of
oversimplification one can call this other Image the logical formalist (e.g. axiomatics -and
deduction) metaphor. .

12
044
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In what follows "it must,,be understood' that m using "formal" in a special way. In
particular I am using.'axictmatics te'represent the -class of. formal representations in
characatuie as a style of knowledge representation which strives to jer4ovic/the subject
material as far as pbssible from the confusioni andkerrors possible rpm -using unannotated
structures .like Intuition..Unfortunately such abstract presentations frequently underestimate
the amount and kind of Knowledge, faerticularlyin the domain of control knowledge, needed,
to mite the formal system-function in the student. "Informal" is, .then by c ntrast an
attempt to-use structures the 'student has, annotated or not! change and debug Miens,

than just write them off as'a lost cause.. But let me start from tkie beginning.

. . . -. . ` ,

A prevalent [cad influential view of the educational task involves dividing the. learning
process into a large number of discrete steps, thelkic for kvich of which, is impeccable.

....--' This image ccosely parallels and perhaps even derives frost the image of mathematics (or
science) as deduCtive systems based on a small set of axioms or law). As each step in the
0 *

_constnictjpil or a mathematical theory is to be infallible in its careful and precise deduction ,

Erom previous levels, so each educationstep is simple and easilylearnabk by the student.
T,he knows acquired from his step by step edifkation is supposedly as secure as the
collection of Theorems comprising the finished mathematical theory.

There are several inadellacies of this view which stem mainly from implicit assumptions
about the nature of human processing. 1

A. Misconception 1: Science is deductive
The emphasis on the axiomatif system as ansend result of mathematical development
unfortunately has led itme to pia this out as a principal characteristic of mathematics. Bqt
what mathematicians do-does not have the character of the formal endpr.-uct. Below, R.
Couran't speaks to this point in the context of e§ghteentb and ninety' th century
mathematics history'

"In Greek, mathematics we find an'extensive working -out of the principle
all theoreare to be proved in a logically coherent way by reducing them to a
system of axioms, as few in number and not themselves to be proved. This
axiomatic method of presentation, which at the e-same time served as a test for
the_accbraCy of the investigation, was . regarded (then and still today) is a
model for other branchei of knowledge .."

But it wai.a different matter with modern mathematics ... In mathematics the
principle of reduction of the material axiom s was frequently abandoned.
Intuitive' evidence in each separate use me a favourite method of proof ...
Blind faith .in the omnipotence of the n methods carried ,the investigator
away along pathi6which he 'could never have travelled if subject to the
limitations of complete rigour ...7

1,,

I

4
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"In spit of all its defects, intuition still remains the most important driving
force for mathenfatical discovery,ond intuition alone can bridge .the gap
between theory and practice."

Morris Kline co 'hues the argument for me.6
r

"Neither Euler nor Gauss could have defined a real nuinber, and .it is unlikely
'v &aiiihey would have enjoyed the goy details. Biit both managed to understand

ematics and to make a "fair" number of contributions to the subject '.
most teachers, instead of being concerned about their failure to be sufficiently
rigorous, shouldyeally be concerned about their failure to provide a truly

, intuitive approach."
/ .

Even in physics it is very tempting to regard the deduc..ve and anal/tic development of

mechanics from the carnerstonel -.ma as archtyparphysjcs Yet thirtis hardly the case
Certainly Newton in his Principia exhibits no sense of following a coherent linear deduction

itfrom ecure basic principles Historically in almost all physipal theories which had more

than rivate and personal (hence not very accessible) developments, it is clear that a ma jor

part of the effort required to build them was spent in struggling at a heuristic, imprecise

levil. fet me cite the case of perhaps the greatest achievement of twentieth century physlea

Though qwtum mechanics Is formally a theory of vector spaces- and linear
transformations, Heisenberg when he began the theory did not even 'know what a linear

operator or matrix was! But he knew that he needed toknow and seirchecttout

mathernaticl o find out"

It should necessary to point out that the historical lesson applies as well to`the

present...Even in this day when the image of science is in essence precision, thire are no

eCiiprecise, deddctiv or axiomatic landmarks at any of the frontiers. It is as evident that

future mathematical evelopmems will be based more on new definitions and axioms than

t they will be simply following the road' laid down in any current deductive scheme

The lesson is that ,theintellectuglal tkechaniiM of scientific creativity and discovery is
structured very differently fTom a formal synopsis of results It is a mix or guessing,
heuristic and refabrication built on established but very`different ideas than those ideas

Which constitute the end results. I suggest that image is much closer to what the process of

learning In general must be about than the simple model of ;leing fed the fundamental

principles which contain via a transparent mechanism (saf deduction) the whole

"knowledge."

Is it not reasonable to assume, thtrefore, that a major part of schooling must latiolve
students in situations where they must carve out.larger chunks of knowledge, pRhaps

developing a personal minithectry, rather than to merely prove sublemma x, given y, or

apply physical law z to this situation? If we do not goy that far, should we not at least
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present material in a non axiomatic form which can develop tolerance for and abilities to
use ambiguities, appreciation for guiding principles which are not infallible and other *ills
which are not usually addressed in *closed* situations. Shouldn't one spend effort on

, knowledge and skills at level abovi the intellectual mechanism of deduction, the level
where the important first steps in problem solving take place? ,

4

Misconception 2i DeaUItion is simple -
It is a /great temptation to assume that axiomatics and deductive processes are theymplest
building blocks of general intellectual skills. Axiomatics do have a simple step-by-step
nature but only within a, formal logical framework and assuming an overview which
provides a general direction toward what are to be considered the final results of the system.
Regarding The logical framework, it must be understood that early students are as much
frying to understand and appreciate that framework and its intent as to learn specific
rathemattes such 'as geometry. Theorems, axioms, lemmas, even definition3--ajehg wlh
countless proof strategies all have intent aild meaning which is invisible to the beginner in
the subject. All t000ften the result of ignoring this is an alienation caused by feeling
pressecr-into following rules of a game which are arbitrarily made up by someone else arid
which are not at all snbject to discussion or argument. Furthermore, the understanding of
the -natural` flow from axioms to theorems is entirely obscured within the aura of formal
infallibility if the axioms are not felt to be secure, or alternatively, if the theorems seem as
obvious as the axioms8 -- twd phenomena which are common particularly in elementary
geometry. I think it is unfair to insist students follow this flow without the feelings of

.necessity and security concerning the axioms which were generated in the head of the person
who made up the deductive system only after considerable experience in. the dom in on a
tentative, heuristic, and perhaps even playful level. (Euclid's accomplishment was ter all
organizational, the "content' was previously established, mostly by others, outside- o the
axiomatic form.)

The mismatch between deductive stememend the character of humaln thought has surfaced
strikingly in current artificial intelligence work, As it has become more and more clear to
artificial intelligence researchers that deduction is simply an intolerably poor model of
human thinking, so should it become clearer to educators that citiduction is inappropriate *
a general.model for, pedagogy. The interested reader will find a more complete treatment of
this in (Minsky 1974].

I am not arguing that axiornatics should not be taught, byt that they should be approached
in somewhat the same way that the active mathematician or scientist approaches them.
AXiCKAS and other sum ry meditations are in order after and as a result of searching for
precise and foMpr understanding,c4 the sort that intuition and informal reasoning are
not.

7i
TT/
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stI am adbcatirig that abstract formalism be avoided as a basis for, or model of curriculum,
especially on an elementary and introductory level Instead we need to find a more human_
style, one that Is more Intuitive in the way it accesses and generates non-formal knowledge;
one that is more heuristic in that it has specific concern,for control knowledge, one that is
more informal in appealing to other levels of justification for t$ reasoning than just axioms

and dediiction.lb

-"Teaphing what do: material knowledge -
To begin-I must make a remark about cantent The remark is considered obvious in many
contemporary' educational circles, but bears repeating When one asks the fundamental
question, 'What is it you want to teach?" the best answer is ndt 'science" or "math" but "what

scientists (or mothernaticians) do'll The point is to shift emphasis to activity and away from
tads. After all, it is no doubt more correct to say mathematicians know how to generate
proofs. for x,orq.than that they know the proofs Physicists generate 'solutions to pr3blems.

they don't know em It Is not that facts (or even calculational algorithms) are irrelevant,
but that the higher level activity of deciding.when to use a fact or invoke an algorithm or.
invent a new al m or Iciok for a new fact is more characteristic of scientifiC knowledge

than the particular s t of facts involved This of course is not surprising as doing, new
-thing 'is precisely th raison d'etre for scientific knowledge In other fields even as far
removed as the arts one setg clearly that the skills and abilities to reshape the old in the face

of a new context bette(shatracterize the successful practitioner rather than Just ability to
recall the okt

dir
The implications of the above are two-fold First is the direct realization that much of what
is to be taught N0 procedural in quality. On a rather primitive level this is recognized in

current curriculi at all levels. Algorithms from reading to adding to chi-squared are
stressed. Unfortunately this does not extend to higher level understandings which might
teach children, for example; .to reinvent "carrying" if they forgetothe precise mechanism

se' 4
Secondly,*eVin facts should be taught with conneAives to procedures; what a fact means
-must be functionally clear in how it can be usedasilp input to established or even possible

procedures,- The lesson taught by Einstein in the early part of this century is a model for

this declaration numbers are-meaningful, only as the product of a particular measuring
process, not in their interpletaision within an a piiori scheme Concepts, it goes without

saying, arras subject to-this mandate as are facts It is vital to know the proper contexts

and functioning of,a concept to appreciate,its relevance and to use it effectively 12

- Multiple representations .

There is implicit in thii stress on relevance and connectivity of knowledge an urge toward
multiple'representations of the "same" knowledge Concepts are very sensitive to the process

i
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context of their use. Accordingly, one expects that the general rule will be a multiple faceted
approach rattier than an'attempt to capture all context-related possibilities in a, single
definition or 'axiom. It may seem that this means much mo.....r!..,to teach. But in the end a'
coherent but large structure will almost certainly win out over a small but obscurely dense
'presentation. A poem may easily be memorized while a terse encoding of the same ideas in
a sentence of nonsense syllables can be "unrememberabk."

The fundamental assumption behind this idea of multiple representation's is that a rich,
overlapping collection of different views and considerations is much more characteristic of
precisineis in human. knowledge than a small, tight system. In terms -of probletn solving the
claim is that the parity of restatErnent or translation is as 'or more "important to problem
solving itself cripared to-the hierlrchy of deduction.

- Micro - skills -
I do -not wish to be misunderstood as saying that high level, large, scale procedural
knowledge is all that is Important. There are certain 'micro - skills' which simply must be
mastered in whateVer way the student selects Perhaps rherriosi vital sknoivledge" of
trigonometry is the simple,skill of quickly and correctly identifying the components of
vectors. A student who can prove angle addition formulas and all the rest will truly have
gained little frOm trigonometry if he takes several minutes to find the hypotenuse of a right
triangle given ,an angle and one of its sides Typical of knowledge within process in
general, one does not'often find educators cataloging or doing analysis of the many sorts of
'compiled" micro skills which are associateyiti specific curriculum.

- Teaching what todo: control knowledge -
The recognition that the activities and procedures we are discussing take place within
intellectual structures has other implications. First, directing one's own activity must be, a
prime target of the educational task, even if it is not addressed. One must provide
an.answer to the question, *What do I do now?" Secondly, the procedural content and
procedural' relations of facts. and concepts must respect the intricacies Of personal
functioning. They must contain information, implicitly or explicitly, about what is easy and
what is hard to do with human mental machinery. how to use that machinery efficiently.
This returns us to heuristic and intuitive levels of understanding for-there can 'be no doubt
that these are effective yet thoroughly human and pftfonalized, levels of processing The,
feelings that many teachers and educators have that such concerns are tmpreilse and
irrelevant to the "Jeer material must be overcome. ,

- Taking advantage of Arhyt Is known -
The movement away from axiomatic has the bonus of not only developing knowledge and
skills" which are more "human," it allows one to tap knowledge and skills which already exist
but are usually unused in formal contexts To mention two, practical language skills and the
active, intuitive geometry which allows one to navigate and physically manipulate tre+world,
are both ignored in explicit formal treatments Ther do not have deductive support but

I
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nonetheless are secure due, to the rich experiehce gained in dealing with the practicalities of

the world. Being able to choose and -walk a straight path across the room is every bit as,,

much knowledge (albeit knowledge within process) about geometry as Eliclid's axioms I will

have much more tp say about this personal and active geometry For now suffice it to note

that It is quite far from the static geometry. which is usually taught as the' first step into

mathematics after arithmetic. .

Beyond such spe6ffc knowledge which a less formai-Apaproach is meant to tap, I would like

to argue that axiomatic cannot engage the more general style by which people quickly and

effectively learn about the world People are more fundamentally model builders than they
areformal system builders They, reason by analogy They indirce They formulate '

heuristics and,.develop dispositions to act in certain .ways an certain crtcumstances Their

views are as much conflicting patchworks as they are coherent systems Yet, despite all the

non rigor, thiey learn a great deal about the world and ;i.e'y learn it well in a- functidnal

sense A, junior high schooNtudentlearning axiorrillif geometry must throw all this- well-

practiced methodology out and restrict himself to the most meager of learning styles

Developing in the ,style of and from the contents of heuristic and intuitive world models is, a

very robust structuring of knowledge Thceligh personal "world models" may be mistaken in

marry details arld may seem on the surface quite imp,cise, tioare secure in" that they do

not arise from abstraction but from procedures which wb Ar of only is it.very likely that

these ideas generated frirn experience, contain germs th or senses of interpretation

welch are valuable, but rhe student knows this He cave a confidence in ideas which

come from knowing that he can navigate the world though he does not know theorems in

Euclidean geometry Again, geometry will be a major example wheilf we turn to- explicit

examples. *.

dynamic currIculiim -
Experience-based knowledge is aloe robuit in relation to its extensibility( Here thif

diffuseness in the statement of questions and problems chiracteristic of informal,
understanding again pays the same dividends to a student seeking to extend and explore on

his own. It is much more likely that one can dig out meaningful and precis'e understanding

from- imprecise idea) suggested by informal inference from real world experience than to

e *pPct a beginninistudent to be able to suggest productive new lines of enquiry from

formal similarq or er such operations inside a deductive system. A well-structured

curriculum allows stu fits ask interesting and productive qt.estions rather than waiting

for the next exercise t i ,,rare child who will propose, let alone prove his own theorems

in Euclidean geqmetry Toreturn to an earlier argument, if the aim of. mathematical

education 'is to involve the child in mathematiciat-like activities it surely seems reasonable

to provide. him, an environment much richer in suggestipns and pointers to pew enquiries

than the spirse combinatorics of axrotejuggling A rich yet fuzzy intellectual environment

can in itself return full circle to proviete the appreciation and feeling for the proper use or

axiomatic and thus provide motivation and sustenance when the time comes that ca?eful
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formalism is-necessary.

This richness we speak of in an informal environment should well be considered a goal in
itself. To use an image, one wants a world as rich and ambiguous (in the sense of many
possible connections between-parts) as an erector set or a good *of blocks, not thedull and
sometimes frustrating efficiency of a prefabricated toy 'model which has been cleverly
designed to go together in only one way. A rich environment is dynamic in its interaction
with an individual.

- Heuristics -
There are thre e' final notes to make before turning to examples First of all, though there
has been much talk of heuristics in this paper I do not mean to say that the program here is
merely to present students with a thorough and complete list orgeneral guidelines for
solving problems. Such an approach as taken by Po lya may be useful, but it cannot be the
whole story. -What 1 am arguing for is that curriculum maierial be organized with great
concern for the control structure in the studerit. Heuristics. informal statement, analogies,
etc should all be an integral art of the material taught. These sources of .control
knowledge should be grounded as far as possible in the knowledge already present in the
students.

- Holes lid windows - . _
To be.sure, one will have to tolerate in this curriculum a great number of littles.' The,
student will have to deal much earlier with the realization that he (and his teacher!") has
-.My partial understanding. But the illusion of perfect knowledge fostered by- axiomatic
presentations.: well buried. As a great return from thee gaps in the students forming
knowledge, the ground beyond that which has been well staked out Will not only consist of
holes devoid of comprehensibility but, sometimes, windows through ivhich further and

'perfiaps more profound understanding may be seen

- An Intuition-formalism trues -
Again, .1 have not written symbolic or any other kind of formalism out of this pedagogical
theory. Certainly such intellectual machines play an important role in jernmarizing material
knowledge and insuring a uniform precisidn. But I have argued that itls a great mistake to
identify knowing a field ih knowing a formalism.' , )

_The examples which follow are intended to point the way toward formalisms which are
good physics'and mathematics as much as they are intended to reflect cognitive realities.
There is no reason a learnable curriculum cannot allow students thorough precision when
that precision is the content of the matter,
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V. EXAMR1e9

The prOblem of developing curriculum following the above arguments for concern for

intuition, for concern with control knowledge, for experiential support, 'is At the'
very least, the question of,incukating In the student an important disposition (the inverse

operation to making knowledge within process explicit) is problematic. We cannot.merely

insert intolhe student's mind a "demon," as one may fforatively do in a c puter program,

which activates itself in appropriate circumstances. or can' we expect practice as the

*mindless rehearsal of musical scales or arithmetical operations to succeed very well in such

complex and constantly changing situations-1s doing physics problems (even if we could set

meaningful exarhpks to practice') But we should explain carefully to the student what we

understand of the disposition, its cues and modes of operation Furthermore, and probably

more'importantly, we can organize the material around and incorporate into it the relevant

features to the final dispositional encoding It seems likely the still:lent will always have to

make that last step for himself L.

To aid in ,this broad program one has the "new" outlook of searcbing' f or procedural

formulations rather tharLay-tight formal ones, but the roadway afield still is by no means

clelar. This section is an attempt to sketch some examples of the kind of reorganization'

'envisaged These hopefully can fill out and support the rather abstract discussion in' earlier

sections.

Physics is a protean ground for exploitation of procedure arid intuition. it. is by its nature,

mechanism. There" is, furthermore; prima facie evidence that children have the sort of

procedural-intuitive understanding of physics that we' can rely on to replace deduction and

propositional Security A child can catch a ball thr6wn in the air and knows roughly ,what

will happen when you push on tqings in most circumstances. Below is a ,sketch of some

ideas concerning mechanics which embodies the concerns we have been discussing

41 4f 1 The Concept of Force
'What it the concept of force as uivally taught in elementary fhysics courses? After a fetv

philosophical remarks about pushes and pulls, there appears F - ma. From there on. by and

large, discussion of force revolves around this analytic representation of the idea.:

Operational understanding is for the most part let, to the student to construct out of many

workbook problems and examples of expert solutions. I would ergue for explicit treatment

-of. the precise mechanism that force is and for greater effort to bring to pear intuitive

knowledge.

What does force do to a body? Clearly it changes something -- not the color nor the taste.

To zero in oo what force changes, it makes sense to consider a situation where there is only

one force of significance and one simple object Perhaps a hockey puck on ice is a good

example What happens when you push on it? If it is standing still initially...the puck goes

in the direction of the push. Does force then change position? Certainly not -- at leasettiot

exactly. moving hockey puck subject to a push does not simply go in the direction of the

20.
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PUSH!

0

Figure I. Force changing position.

The above does not happen, but rather:

0 0
PUSH !

0
S

0

Figure 2. Foite changing velocity.

r

0

./

Force deflects, it does not move. A more precise way to say that is: force changes the
velocity (direction included) not position. It is the sole function of force to change 'the
velocity. This parallels the function of velocity which is a "changer' in** own right. Its
responsibility is to change the position of ari object.

Thus we have arrived at a remarkably simple yet precise picture of the mechanism of
kt. motion. Velocity is till sole changer of the position, and force is the sole changer of

velocity. That is not obvious, but it is true and is only a small (but important) step away
trom'the naive "push or WV-

%

'There are immediate consequences for these ideas. For example: (I) The "counter - intuitive

')
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'action of a gyroscope can easily be understood if one looks -to see how the velocity of the

:wheel parts is changed rather than assuming pushing something makes It go in the direction

of the push.13 ''Push or pull" is not adequate qualitative knowledge about force to account

for gyroscopic action. (2) Given an analytic representation Pike vectors for velocities and

changes in velocities, an algorithm for generating particle motion is immediate...Roughly

speaking, if ;". velocity, r - force and x position, each particle is continually computing

its next position and velocity by

r

That is e.ssentially all there is, to a very concrete manifestation of this undeistanding, a

computer program to simulate any "forced" motion It is a formalism in the best sense .

which, stands in the .proper stance with respect'to intuition and qualitative understanding,

flowing naturally from them but at the same time refinirg them. (3) A- particularly good

example of the simplicity of this point of view is gravity All those complicated trajectories

are the result of the simplest of all possible forces One that acts equally on all objects all of

the time. In the above equations, r is a "universal gravitational constant

0

- Bugs and refinement -

Now of course there ii some refining to do If F is not an impulse force but some

continuous *pouring of velocity" into an object, one should write

vs .V4-V, rat
where r is the amount of velocity per unit time which is added to the initial velocity. This

matches the more explicit

X X vat.
Furthermore, to make this notion of F coincide more closely with the intuition of force as

effort one must realize that heavier objects require more "force" to make a given .change of

v, thus one has
S

4.

,4(r1m)At
trlThis ref ining 1,do nor take to be disadvantage. Heuristic information Is often

characterized by a hierarchy of id with the key ideas on the top and successive lower

levels of warning, restrictions, corrections, just as any procedure has a global plan but also

many conditional and contextual parts "Oversimplification" with successive corrections is, I

think, as much a good mode for presenting muchicurpiculum material as it is a general

workhorse method for computer programming It is not in any way intended to be a sloppy

understanding, but it is. meInt to be an organization which allows one ro (I) keep the

information most necessary for actions such as prolilem solving on top, and (2) allows one to

choose the top_ level in suth'a way as to be tied to intuition appropriately By these

statements 1 do, in.fact. mean to Imply that force as a velocity changer is both a key idea in

problem solving. and an idea with considerable intuitive support. On the other end, the

notion of `Nrefinability," that the top level heuristic and qualitative understandings must

develop naturally into more precise and careful treatments, is important to the approach
..,
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` Causal syntax.and force
Lit me take another look ,at what may be happening in the student'l head when we
introduce Newtonian Mechanics. I implied earlier in,an example of knowledge within
process that the causal structure agent, interaction, recipient Is important to the concept of
force. For reference I will all this. triple causal syntax. It is important in the first place
becausEjt is a naturally occurring structure in terms of which humans will interpret similar
structures such as the notion of force. The personal context of force is almost, always a
causal situation: I cause something to move, iv it itiusellme to recoil, etc.

The recognizable form, causal syntax, gives an interpretation of the newer formal concept of
force in more primitive terms. At a deeper level there is a control structure implicitly
attached to the causal syntax which is appropriate for force. One always assumes a
reasonable connection bet'ween the causing agent and the resulting actions of the recipient.
It is therefore appropriate to try to establish the result of the agent's initiative given a.,
suitable description of it. It is also appropriate to try to infer specifics about the cause,
given the causal mechanism and some specifics about the effect. These translate into
dispositions to cakulate motion from force and infer force from motion.

4111.

The are also negative dispositions obtained from the natural identification of causal
syntax in the concept of force. The syntax is directed, not symmetric. One is not disposed
to treat the agent in the same way that one treats the recipient. The earth causes a ball to
fall, but one dries not think about what effect this has on the earth. Elementary physics
students are notorious, for thinking long and hard aboUt the Jerre B exerts on--A having
just pronounced the force A exerts on B. Though the symmetry is always taught in Newton's
Third Law, "equal and opposite reaction,* almost never does one see a .careful, explicit
confrontation of that proposition with the intuitive causal structure or force. As a
consequence of that, the proposition of..symmetry languishes as a formal idea devoid of
appropriate control structure until the student has many times been chided to remark on its

Multiple representations: force as- momentum flow
When one looks at statics problems instead of dynamics the concept of force as velocity
changer is almost empty of intuitive content. wi must restructure the concept of force
uhlrs *e intend to let formal analytic implications of F ma carry the burden (asthey are
capable of doing, formally). To this end one can introduce the concept of momentum, mv,
and force becomes a changer of momentum The reason for this is tkat one has ,more
structure; momentum is a conserved quantity. Thus force it not just a 'change in
momentum of sornepartkk, it is a transfer from one particle to another. Providing one can
invoke strotii0 enough. the image of momentum as a .conserved entity, just as water in,
everyday experience, a whole host of intuitive knowledge (such as "*hat in must either
come out, or it collector) becomes available for use in problem solving. This image of force
introduces an activity Into the world-of statics which is much closer to a phytkist's view of a
constantly working and processing world than the name statics implies. It is an image much

t../
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closer to common experience than formal equation's of equilibrium.

Gravityis a force, henie it is continuously pouring momentum into the ball in my hand.
The momentum must be going somewhere, I do not see_ it collecting in' the ball (you can
always see momentum collect!). The momeptum must be leaving the ball, flowing'through
my body and into the earth. All along the 'way there are forces, stresses, expressing this flow
of momentum. Flow of momentum is a precise and correct replacement for the "common
sense".feeling'for."transfer" of force through(a static member. Again I'am claiming the
intuitively tied image will help in problem solving. Consider the f011owing problem:

- A problem - '-

A train consisting of an engine and several identical cars is accelerating at a constant rate on
a flat st4tch-of track. Neglecting friction what is the tension in the linkages between cars. .

pp -15-1:r
a

Figure 3. An accelerating train.

The standard approach to the problem directs isolating subsystems and writing down$
ma for each. The control knowledge' of how one selects an appropriate subsystem is rarely

if ever discussed, but let us suppose the student does the obvious, writes F ma for each car.

Fi - F14:1 ma,

At thispoint for most students the equations stand bare the physics is-done and the
question of how to solve themis an algebraic one. The clever student notices quickly that
the equationican be solved recursively from F1 -ma, one less clever muddles through./

I haye frequently encountered students not quite steeped in the system--F-ma process whose

..-ituitions suggest a rather different analysis They explain a feeling that each car is
"absorbing" a force` (of ma), leaving the car to the rear with "less force." unfortunately the
analysis cannot proceed if the only Newtonian paradigm is the F - ma one. I am about to
point out how force as momentum flow can provide a precise Newtonian frame which

allows this usually disallowed intuition.

The momentum flow analysts says that each,car is receiving momentum from the car in
front, collecting momentum at the rate of ma, and losInisome momentum to the car to the

rear.
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Figure 4. A momentum flow view.

The effalions corresponding to this view are identical, but the sense of mechanism
provided makes for an enrkhed pcissibility for attaching an irttuitive control structure to
them.

(I) The recursive solution method is natural in this framework. The linkage to the last car
must be carrying the whole of the ihomentum collecting there, i.e. ma. Knowing the flow
out of the next-to-last car, the flow into it Is determined, and so on. ,

(2) But an equally 'transparent solution exists. Each link is ProvIeing all of the momentum

collecting in the cars down stream.' Thus the flow thiough the nth link is, nma. Notice that
this solution corresponds to selecting a new system decofhposition in F ma terms, one which ,

In the absence of a sense or the mechanism often poses difficulties like, *How can you just
deilare a collection of things a system?

14 mot

Figure 5. The flow solution.

r

tY1

I emphasize that the criteria for flexibility of control structure and *naturalness* of solution
method are not abstract, but rely in two ways on students' previously acquired knowledge
First, we are relying on students' abilities to easily,provide control analysis within a flow
interpretation. Heuristics like look upstream or tiOwnstream to see if there is a better place

to measure flow,' are engaged. Secondly we are relying on the fact that momentum flow is a
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precise Newtonian annotation for the previously noted intuitions about "absorbing" and

"transferring" forces. Thutit will be naturally evoked in problem solving situations.

The difficulties of introducing The flow-of a vector quantity in anal*, to fluid or other. .

flow in order to tap experiential control knowledge'do not make it a clear pedigogical

winner bver pure E :ma. But 1 argue that these concerns suggest 3 more coherent

experimental effort in this direction than, if evident in the vast numbers of "Standard .

approach" textbooks. "
e-

b'
_ - Causal syntax revisited -

I conclude the example of the concept of force by returning tcrthe role4of causal syntax. ,I

previously pointed but that the difficulty of attakhing causal syntax to the notion of force is

that the syntax is directed wtfereas there is no physical way of separating or distinguishing

action from reaction. It is facile to point out that force is a transfer of momentum is a

much more symmetric image (the ilecipient gaining p is the same as the agent gaining -p)

and to thereby conclude that it "fixes" the asymmetric disposition of the causal syntax.

Indeell' what is more likely is that students will find their whole feeling for the notion ,.

fortelilicling.away from their grafi, when an essential (to intuitive understanding) primitive

structure as the causal structure is threatened. Again it seems *most rational course to

confront the problem directly with a discussion centering 'on metamorphosis of causality

'from the simplistic causal syntax to more appropriate potion.
16)

2 - Turtle Geometry
Standard Euclidean geometry approaches start with objects, points, lines and angles with

which students have some familiarity, but immediately and usually quite thoroughly cut

away the usefulness, of that familiarity with formal axioms and the insistence on (more or'

less) formal proofs. Points and lines are humanely undefined, but angle-Is defined by a

pair of "rays" and
which

rapidly more abstract. Papert some years ago suggested a new

sort of geometry which begins' by replacing this formal angle with the heuristic, "angle is a

turn." The model can be a creature called a "turtle" who knows angles by turning through

them. The turtle is given mobility by being able to move in a straight line (forward or,

backward) when he is not turning. Turtle geometry is the study of, the figures constructible,

by such a creature and is evidently a much inure active study than standard Euclidean

geometry. An elementary student can easily "play turtle" to bring to bear his own intuitive

knwItilge about space.

'To compare turtle and Euclidean geometry on common ground.let us prove that the sum-of'

angles in a'triangle is 180-degrees. The usual Euclidean method involves bringing the three

angles to a point to see that theysum to "opposite rays." The problem is that dd g this

requires the construction of a- line, I, parallel to the base of the triangle, a non-obvious

activity, followed by identifying alternate interior angles.

r
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. Figure 6. Proving A B C 180 detrees.

to se a turtle to do the same thing, simply embed his bilk angle measuring facility in a
whkh sums the angles: have him turn each angle 1p sequence in the same direction

and see the It*.
4

'

4'

1

/ .

le .
. TA ...... %.

:2. T4JRN
4'

3. WALK

5,04.1/1A (bapkwIrd) f). TURN
°. Figure 7. Measuring A B C.

Notte-the. change in the turtles heading. Heils,point exactly opposite of his initial state

0

4. TURN
(Watch his tail!)

.

7 . WALK AND r t N I SK

and thus has turned by definition 18o degrees.

. Figure '7, ippears much more complicated than Figure 6 on paper, but consider two
Important' facts. First, the funk proof is ihoton is rather clumbsy because it is an

4
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adaptation of a representation which in essence involves motion. Here.l must rely on the

reader to "make a movies' of that information in his head. With less primiti'e technology
thakprinting, the essential id the process could be much more easily presented in such a

way as take advantage oi-human's ability to understand and analyze motion. That

ability, of course, accounts for the understandability of the proof in the first place.

Second, the control knowledge which leads to the uneration of the proof is as.)mportant as

the final insight for evaluating comprehensibility. The turtle proof in this respect is
transparent, adding angles is meaely translated to sequential performance of turns to make a

proof. The motivation behind the standard proof is rather more complex. it

'Whether or not the second method is better than the 'first, it has some other advantages --\
typical of constructively defined mathematics. Among these is the im ortant property of

generakzability: The goofs of similar propositions are, 'n a natural se, all the same.

The .second method neUs no modification to work on any polygon ( ough it is better to

measure exteridr\ angles in case the number of sides is greater than four). Consider the

turtle process toeasure the sum of the exterior angles of a triangle shoWn in Figure 8.

.

.
/ ' / \

/ \ , .

\ .
, . .
\ D \

...\

1. START 2. TURN

5. WALV),

3. WALK

/

ti
Figure 8. Measuiing D E F.

F \
7. WALK ANP VINISN

The turtle ends his trip with the same orientation as he started. He's-turned 360 agrees.

Try to make a construction like Figure 6. to demonstrate this. If you succeed at that, notice

that the turtle proof depends in no way on the figure being a triangle; if is true of any
pdlygoril The generalization of Figure 6 becoines even less transparent in such

circumstances.

25
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Many related problems of angle measurement require only slight modifications of the
algorithm. Finally, the method is infallible in the very real sense that one can add up any
sequence of angles: on any, surface in this way,. if one is careful. The Euclidean method has
nothing th say about triangles on spheres, but the turtle method is (natural lead-in to non-
flat geometries. I provide a glimpse of this in example 4. Incidentally, notice the fact that a
turtle description is also a prescription for construction. This establishes a vital link from
geometry to physics. Motion and trajectories may well be explained in turtle terms.
Example 3 shows At/pater oe4ttniting an active, process oriented geometry with physics.

40

- Orbital Meohanios: A More Complex Example
In order to show how some of these ideas, particularly process oriented representation, can
extend beyond introductory conceas I wish to paraphrase a "dealpction" of elliptical orbits
from the inverse square force laverNaturally I would like .to avoid the analyticlangugge of
F .ma, but again cannot take the time here to develop a complete, alternate, procedural
language. Nonetheless, those who are not familiar with the analytic language should also be-
able to appreciate the point. The equations are markers for physicists reading this paper,
and for the rest will serve to symbolize the lack' of illumination a purely analytic
presentation can have.

Begin with F ma

(A) r - -002) m (d2i/dt2). .,411
where. k is a gravitational constant, z represents position, r . radius from the still, is the
,(unit length) vector pointing radially from the sun to the planet. The first. ran:formation is
to shift emphasis from position to velocity. Forces, remember,'act directly on velocity and

only indirectly, on position.

-kt./(r2) m d;Idt
Analytically this appears to be a trivial cransformation, but conceptually it is not. The
procedure represented by thil equation,

v v - (kilrzm) At
can be easily computer implemented, but onesan d5 much better. If one shifts to looking at

eris a function of 0 rather than as a function of t, that is, look at the orbit per. se rather
than the time-parameterized orbitI4, one gets

(B) d;/de -(k/mL)C`.
L. Is a quantity called angular ,omentum. Now a direct procedural translation (the act of
translation Is simple but is not important since in practice we would be speaking in

, procedural terms all along) is 'the following. Each change in velocity, a, has a constant
4

magnitude (140/mL). The change in direction of A; between steps is also a constant (AO).

Thus to generate the changing velocity, perform the following algorithm:
(a) go forward a small aunt

(C) (b) turn by a small apount to face a new direction
(c) repeat the above. , ,

If you think fol. a moment you will realize that that 'procedural differential equation" is

0
A
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4

preCisely the turtle geometric description of a circle./

- Figure 9. Representation (C), a circle Of force impulses (velocity changes).

That such an algorithm generatesa close approximation to) a circle is not a hard thing to

undeymnd; give those instructions to an elementary school child and see if he understands

that/They direct him to walk in a circle!

!Cnowing the-entire sequence of velocities, one an go back to draw conclusions about the

position orbit. The orbital problem is in principle solved, and in practice showing such

bids as the orbit it an-ellipse require only a few algebraic steps.I5

Solving the problem-through the intermediary of velocity is not a special ploy. Velocity is

the thing that force changes. Betause of that there are in fact great dividends to a velocity

oriented derivation. The effect of many perturbations becomes obvious through the

intermediary of velocity. Practical and interesting Problems such as guidance of an orbiting

space ship become immediately accessibk16 Orbital mechanics can become a domain for

student explorations ratlxr than just more results,to remember in isolation.

There is no, magic in/the approach. One must still solve a differential equation. But one -

can solve Win the form of (A) or (Br which involve a great number of format operations

heck'any standard derivation) or in the form of (C). There is no a priori reason to say

fth t represen tation1C) is simpler than (A) or (B). In fact, it is probably as hard to solve (A)

br ) as to prove that(C) draws a circle. The reason that (C) succeeds in being transparent

is that it is phrased ,in procedural terms which are very lose to the knowledge storp

. everyohe must have and use to walk wound this world.

4 - Turtle Differential Geometry
One great stumbling block to doing non-flat geometry on, iay, a high school level is the lack

of a good, definition fdr i "line" or more appropriately in the case of non-flat surfaces, a

geodesic. The standard definition. a path of shortest or extremal distance, has some
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intuitive appeal but is really most appropriate in the analytic context of variational
differential equations. A student will probably put up with the Shortest distance definition
but gets very uneasy when presented with a longest distance-geodesic like a complete great
circle on a sphere. In contrast to this, consider the constructive turtle definition: a geodesic
is what a turtk walks if he walks straight, i.e. takes the same number and length of steps
with his right and left legs.

Figure 10. A line with' "turtle tracks.'

The definition is not only easy to understand, but it is not hard to get high school students
to make thaecieinition themselves if encouraged to verbalize about how they can know, they .
are walking a straight line without looking; it is a simple annotation of some knowledge
within process.

There areo other advantages. The constructed geodesic explicitly, mentions- the left- right'
symmetry which is an essentiaheuristk understanding of "straight.' That symmetry shows
the equator is a geodesic while an 80 degree latitude cannot- be. (The former divides the.
earth into two equal pieces and the latter does not.) The constructive definition also gives
an intrinsic check on whether a path, is a geodesic. Does it follow the rules for turtle
construction? Can you put an equal number of equally spaced turtle tracks around the
"line"?

31
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Figure Equator is a "straight* line; othtr latitudes are not.

Compare this process to proving that/there is no shorter (or longer) path, oralternatively,

constructing one.

Returning briefly to physics, students often feel quite uneasy' with the variationally defined
(extrema! distance) geodesic. 'How can a particle or light ray 'compute' its geodesic path

unless It 'knows' its endpoint already? Granted such questions are confusions, but they arise

from feelings for local causality which should 'be encouraged rather than frustrated. This is

exactly the'kind of intuitive disposition °tie wart's to take advantage of, not do battle with

Local causality is only a formal prbperty of variational geodesics; it is manifest in the local

and constructive turtle definition.I8

Along the same lines* is very. easy to relate a turtle geodesic to sticet(hings in everyday

experience as the path of a car with wheels straight (each wheel turning at the same speed)

. or a Jet airplane with rudder straight and wing engines running equally fast. The formal

elegance of avoiding the question iof local construction through a variational definition

leav,es out these important experiential ties.
19

Having by-passed formal axiomatic& with appropriately active definitions, it is no t hard to

take this turtle qiiite far in non-flat geornetries20 far enough in fact to bring high school

students in -contact with many of the most imp6rtant ideas in mathematics; the contept of

transformations and Invariants, continuity, the importance cif topological 'considerations, and

,Stokes -like ,theorems2I. It is one of the prime advantages of informal presentations that
students can begin developing feelings for and even the ability to use some of these

extremely valuable and broadly applicable ideas long befoie their formal abilities are,up to

very general -and /or precise formulations. Planting the seeds for understanding 'powerful

Ideas' allows time to nurture notions of purpose and use which can keep a studenes.head.

above water in the rising tide of details necessary later for true mathematical integrity.
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or

, Retrospect -
I apologize for the rather technical nature of some of these examples. I felt it necessary to
cover a broad spectrum of curritili yet give enough detail to allow readers a glimpse of the
kindof major Overhaul that thii paper implies. In addition I ivoped to give some sense of

how kprocedural point of view could provide a coherent backbone to the overhaul, from
the most elementary (drawing triangles) to advanced material (orbital mechanics and
differential geOmetry). /-

VI. nt numy.

I have irgued that axiomatic or other formal iysterns may lie useful models of "good`
representations of knowledge for certain purposes, but they are not sufficient as pedagogical

models. Other kinds of mere informal ptesentalions have a great number of advantages in
being able to take into account the specific abilities and knowledge students acquire from
everyday experience.

The argument has been organized around the computationametaphor which has two parts.
S

a) Human thinking and knowing is process. It is complex but exhibits
organization of a type whikh is hardly of /the logical formalist type.
particularly important outgrowth of this is a concern for knowledge which is

A self-directing, organizational; in short, control knowledge.

b) Because q( a) there is good reason to believe that one can iitclu a

significantly more learnable curriculum if one augments the more tradition I set

of knowledge organization schemes (such as axiomatic) with more procedu fly

oriented ones. This is particularly true if one can /moose procedural
representations with elements which match as welkaipossibk the natural
knowledge within process which constitutes much of the ifIttatIVI, common sense
knowledge students already have.

I conclude with ar abstracted list of desiderata for pedagogical material.

I) It is a discovery rich environment and is careful to organize the material with many
'windows" (not just gapsor holes) for more than exercise type individual study.

2) It discusses and develops "higher level" organizational skills such as heuristics and other
Control knowledge. In particular, it discusses its °In organization and explains the nature
of the enterprise with reference to the ultimate goal! of thelmaterial..The function of ideas
in problem solving etc. (qualitative knowledge) is a key part of understanding them.

3) It attempts to access and toile closely to non-propositional knowledge such as intuition
and common sense which uudents have acquired about the world, whether or not the

tJ
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A
knowledge is verbally accessible. Metaphor and analogy have their place in such attempts,

not only to explain a structure in approximation, buttes° to invoke and involve appropriate

dispositions and other control structure.
. -

4) In connection with 3),-it may well be organized around procedural representations, of

knowledge, some characteristics of which follow:

'a) It Is active and constructive rather than prescriptive or descriptive.

b) The large scale unifying form is process rather than deduction. -2
I) The niodel form is

. ,

Initial state oper--7--" 'to Final state

rather than

Assumptions Conclusions s

ii) Important predicates and relations art independent (as
r

degrees of freedom in a linear system), invariants,
procedural equivalence, etc. rather than true, false, follows

from, logical equivalency etc.

5) Presentations are from multiple viewpoints dictated by the use to which the student will

put the ideas and what knowledge thestudent already has which can be accessed Great

care is taken to provide the kind of knowledge which interfaces well with control concerns

6) In connection with 3) and 5) it may frequently make use of simplified schema with

successive corrections and ainendments. It is less concerned with the pathologicalspecial case

except when this, is a telling and, crucial failure. It is not afraid to introduce "advanced`

notions pro vided they are useful and have intuitive content: By "advanced" I mean ideas

which require a Ikrge formal background for rigorous 'respectable- presentation. Power 'to

understand ,and to accomplish should be the first lessons of mathematical and scientific

knowledge; rigor ;Ind preciiion are secondary.

4-

3
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APPENDIX

Roots

The psychological roots of thiS papeare in large degree Piagetian. Two of the key ideas in
illuminating the computational metaphor are cornerstones of Piagetian psychology.

Thinking -and knotisino are Interactive processes -
First is the ition that thinking and knowing are complex highly interactive processes.
It is not product e, in this view, to think of human knowledge as a. collection of falts or

'statements my more than education is merely the accretion of such statements. Instead, the
active nature of thinking and knowing' in their interactions with experience is vital. 'this
active nature is two-fold. (I) It Is developmentally dynamic. Experience affects the
(cognitive) state of the individual by changing it in ways which are stryituratly natural
developments of the current state. Ideas, facts, theories can only be coherently absorbed into
the thinking process if sufficient functional c9nnectiotu between old apl-new are available.
(2) On the other side, understanding is not the mere_apprehension( of structure in one's
experience, but is the molding and transforming of sense experience into forms compatible
with the organizatcon internal to the person's thinking and knowing.

The overriding lesson to be learned is that knowledge representations suitable for education
(there are other purposes!) must not be constructed with concern solely for the internal
structure of the material, but must make allowance for and take advantage of the internal
logic, organization and operatipn, of the student's knowledge and understanding Paget
explains:

if Platonism is right and mathematical entities exist independently of the
subject, or if logical positivism is correct in reducing them to a general syntax
and semantic, in both cases it would be justifiable to put the emphasis on the
simple transmission of the truth by theteacher,-that is, thearxidmatic language,
without worrying too much ,about the 'spontantioUs ideas of the children.' We
believe, on the contrary, that there exists a spontaneous and gradual construction
of elementary ... structures ... There Ti. thipefore, a body of facts which are, in
general, little known to the teacher, but which, once he has a better.psychological
knowledge, would be of considerable use to him rather than Make things more

---.... complicated."

In addition, the many Piagetian experiments haverbegun -to show, especially in young
childn4 the nature of the cognitive structures which maple develop, and how they are
related to each other and interact with experience."*Though the details of these discoveries
are not of prime importance for, me (my concern is at age levels beyond traditional Piagetian

',experiments) the geberal flavor undoubtedly has been influential in my judgements,bout
the character of human processing which guided the specific examples in this paper.

$ 4
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Abstraction vs manipulation
The second Piagetian cornerstone is indeed about the character of human processing. It is
his recognition that procedural knowledge, especially in the form of physical manipulation

.of self and external objects, plays a vital role in the development of more abstract,

verbalt4bk reasoning.
"It would seem... psychologically clear that logic does not arise out of language
but from a deeper source and this is to be found in the general coordination of
(physical). actions. ... Therefore, it would be a great mistake, particularly in
mathematical education, to neglect the role of actions and always remain on the
level of languige. Particularly with young pupils, activity with objects is
indispensable to the comprehension of arithmetical as well as geometric
relations."

The natural concomitant of this development is:
the representations or nxideb used should correspond to the natural logic of

the levels of the pupils in question, and formalization should be kept for a later

moment at a type of systematisation of.the notions already acquired. This
certainly means the use of intuition before axiomatisation

Piages entreaty to work with students as they :400 rather than to force them into more
formal stages or just giving up until the students have matured. is the point Evidently his
feeling for whai is mathematical learning goes beyond formal axiomatic: into the acquisition

of knowledge within process which I outlined. The concern for intuitive formulatur in the
quotation is symptomatic and is an important general theme in the search for learnable

representations of knowledge.

-
I will give an example of the role manipulation can play in development of abstract

thinking which can also illustrate observation and annotation as a vital learning process"

A man recollects at an early age counting a collection of tones in his garden The then boy

lays the stones out, counts them, then rearranges t m and counts again, repeating the
process as a game. Suddenly it strikes him that he always finch the same number Puzzlinik
Aver this unusual coincidence, he realizes, "Of course, I'm doing the same thing each tim-W

But he is not sure;' it does seem i bit different with stones in different places. So he

modifies the game 59 that his counting is exactly the same process, each time merely

exchanging places of stones and not changing places: Now he sees he really must get .the

same number since his finger makes exactly the same motion (the counting process is the

same) pointing to the sequenc of stones (places)each time. ,Gradually he becomes bolder in

his understanding. "So, what If I de move the stones (places),a little bit? Does that really

change the counting?' No, indeed The boy is well on his way toward a very deep
understanding about the world, about the process of counting, but at the same time, about

the nature of numbers.

30
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- Mora:roots

A
The 'interpretation and development of Plagetlan psychology within the computational 4

metaphor has become an ongoing concern in the work oft several artifkial intelligence
researchers. In particular and by way of.acknowledgment I mention Seymour Papert who is

responsible for many of the threads I have tried to weave together in this paper.

Some figures of historical interest are T. Kuhn. P. Feyerabend, I. Lakatos, and G. Poiya

who have done much to penetrate to the human core of science and mathematics. Recently.

Terry *Winograd's work on natural language stirred a great deal of interest In- procedural

and Simon atFinally, thtconcerns here. e. er is referred to the works of Moore. Newell,
reprelentations and hen to create the ambiance which motivated some of my

con
Carnegie - ,Mellon. and Lindsay and Norman et al. at San Diego for other more extensive

interpretations of the computational metaphor.24

fir
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9

FOOTNOTES

I It seems quite plausible to regard even the, causal
interpretati/on of Ohm's Law not so much

as material knowledge but as a model abstracted from usual applications to represent control

aspects of the law, i.e. what one does With the entities involved. If common sources of

electricity were constant current rather than constant voltage, E IR might assume the role

occupied conventionally by I E/R.

2 With a more restricted sense of the sword knowledge, one would almost have to say

*generating knowledge' rather than accessing it. Moore and Newell in the quoted fronting

to this paper rather forcefully refuse to recognize the difference.

3 The reader may divine here and in what follows that 1 intend annotation to refer to a

very general process of organizing one scheme or piece of knowledge according to the

structure of another.

4 Thii epistemology shares certain insights and motivations with other constructs such as

Polanyi's tacit knowledge and Piaget's knowledge in action (compar knowledge within

process) and Chomsky's performance-competence dichotemy (compare, control material

organization versus material (including knowledge within process) alone).

5 (Courant) p. 79 ff. Parenthetical remark added.

6 [Kline) p. vii.

Lakatos does an, excellent job of pointing out many of the aspects of doing mathematics

which are invisibl0 in axiomatic presentations. In particular; he points out how definitions

are_not just conventions to establish terms, but a vital part of the general strategy of doing

mathematics. See fLakatosi

One finds in some axiomatic treatments that one mist prove all right angles are equal.

Straight angles by nature of the axioms don't need such a proof. Frighteningly one does

not go ,on to prove the seemingly obvious successor theorem that two angles of any

particular measure are equal. The logic is of course there, but in the organization of the

axiomatic structure -= not in the geometry., Considerfurfher: Is the triangle inequality less

fundamentaror less -obvious" than some of.the axioms'f&ind a hundred pages earlier than

the proof of this "theorem..

9 Pun intended. I mean human in the sense that the pet:1y is structured to mesh with

the character of human information processirf But just a I expect and hope from

this meshing that the now very often dehumanized relationship of, say, an elementary school

student with his arithmetic, can turn into a happitr more congenial one.
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10 One should remark that the "genetic" school of pedagogy shares many of the humanizing
motivations presented here._ But, thought history can teach a good lesson, to mark it the
model of 'cognitively correct" Is making a mistake on the same order as issuming the
axioms are the proper synopsis of the history "with the mistakes taken out."

11 This point is eloquently made in [Papert].

12 Of course, one may hope to have a- propositional framing of a .Concept which makes
explicit usually tacit or implicit implications about context etc. But more ofter one must
allow Bridgman's insight as quoted at the beginning of this paper; that what it is, is how
you treat it.

13 The topic of thIgyroscope is treated in this intuitive warin [diSessa, l'he Gyroscope")

14 The step is necessary in any derivation unless one is willing to do elliptic integrals.

15 Taking the velocity space solution, v ue where i points t ihe center &the circle, u

k/mL is the circk'scadius (see footnote U), and mukiplyinOcigss product) by 1, one gets
L r(u z sing). Hence I.. LI(u 41 sing), the general equation for a conic section in polar
coordinates.

16 See (lit?elson, diSessa, Rudolph) and [diSessa, "ORBIT. . .1 for details of this
procedural derivation and-other discussion.

17 Actually the velocity equation (B) is already a substantial improvement over (A) even in

analytic terms. In standard notation, notice dtde so that (B) can be written d/d/r;
kt/mL)' 0, hence v ktirinL where 1 is a constant. The position space orbit can be

trivially derived from this velocity space solution. runctional inierpretatiori of I and the

other term in the solution given for ; provide vital links to intuition in this approach to
orbital mechanic's. See (Abelson, diSessa, Rudolph].

18 Incidentally, the local-global dichotemy is one of the important heuristic themes from
computation which play a central role in turtle geometry and which seem quite valuable in
many other areas of well.

19 A line as an abstract entity with certain properties has been replaced by a line as the
process which drawl it! One may wish to generalize this comparison.of turtle geometry with
standard geometry by contrasting mathematic:1i construction to mathematics of constraint.
The latter defines entitles by a series of mistral* (e.g. axioms), does not deal ,with the
vagaries of models, and does not bother to tell the student either (a) that the entity of
concern is a suitable generalization for wrything he knows about, or (b) that there are no
known examples of such a thing.
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S

20 (diSessa, "Turtle . . does this in some detail. Extensions will appear shortly.

21 By the latter 1 mean any of the group of theorems which compute the totality of

something spreading over a region by computing something else on the boundary of that

region. important examples Are the fundamental theorem of calculus, the calculus of

residues in complex analysis, Gauss's theorem in electrostatics and gravitation. SsOkes*

Theorem in electrostatics,,any conservation law for flowing substances, the concept of state

function In thermodynamics, and-the existence-of potential (e.g. encirgy) functions.

.0-

22 This and the following quotes,are from (Piaget,.&mments on Mathematical Education)

pp. 69. Underlining added, el

" The following is a loose rendition of an account given in [Piaget, Gaps in Experience].

Thanks tol. Sinclair for this reference.

24 -1-low Can Merlin Understand?' by Moore and Newell in particular lists a number of

general issues relating to understanding systems which the reader may wish' to compare to

those presented here.
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